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Please remember the opinions expressed on Patient Power are not necessarily the views of Seattle 

Cancer Care Alliance, its medical staff or Patient Power. Our discussions are not a substitute for 

seeking medical advice or care from your own doctor. That’s how you’ll get care that’s most 

appropriate for you.  

 

Introduction 

Andrew Schorr: 

Hello. This is Andrew Schorr from Patient Power, and in the breaking news today is 
news that just our second female on the U.S. Supreme Court, Justice Ruth Bader 

Ginsburg is having surgery for pancreatic cancer that was discovered just a short 
time ago, a one-centimeter lesion. She’d previously been treated for colon cancer. 
So we wanted to put that news in perspective, what it could mean for her, what the 

surgery is all about, and where we are in the detection and treatment of pancreatic 
cancer. So joining us is an expert from the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance and the 

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, that’s Dr. Sunil Hingorani. 
 

Diagnosis and Treatment of Pancreatic Cancer 
 
Andrew Schorr: 

Dr. Hingorani, thank you for joining us. So I know you are not Justice Ginsburg’s 
doctor, she’s being treated in New York City, but when someone has a one-

centimeter lesion there was one report that says, ‘Well this is early stage pancreatic 
cancer.’ How would you describe it from what you know? 
 

Dr. Hingorani: 
Well that is about as early as we usually ever detect this cancer currently. The 

problem with this particular type of cancer is that it rarely presents with specific 
symptoms that can call attention to its presence. So in the vast majority of cases 
we only are able to detect and diagnose the disease after it’s already either spread 

locally or in fact even throughout the body. So in terms of current detection 
methods this is actually about as early as we get in the disease course.  

 
Andrew Schorr: 
Alright. So she’s having surgery. Now I know not every pancreatic cancer patient is 

a candidate for surgery, and I know the surgery is a big deal. I think typically the 
surgery is the Whipple procedure. What are you trying to do there to give people 

back a hope for a longer life? 
 
Dr. Hingorani: 

The goals the Whipple surgery are actually two-fold. Number one as you suggest it 
is to try to remove all of the tumor and to do so with what we call ‘clean margins’ 
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so that you have removed ample surrounding tissue to really believe that you’ve 
gotten all of the tumor. Then what you have to do secondarily is reconnect the 

plumbing system, if you will, the gastrointestinal tract that you’ve left behind 
because the Whipple procedure involves removing the head portion of the 

pancreas, the pancreas that is closest to the small bowel, portions of the small 
bowel, often some portions of the stomach, and then again reconnecting what 
you’ve left behind. 

 
Andrew Schorr: 

Now Justice Ginsburg is 75 years old, and I know it is a difficult procedure to 
recover from too, and maybe it’s good news that she was a candidate for surgery, 
but what about the prognosis after the Whipple? What happens then? Do you need 

chemotherapy or other procedures? What is the outlook then? 
 

Dr. Hingorani: 
Well the only current prospects for long-term survival are in the setting of a 
Whipple procedure. So she’s undergone the first and perhaps the most important 

step. What is typically done after this is chemotherapy is given and sometimes 
radiation. The idea behind this is to try to address the two most important problems 

after surgery, and the two factors that are responsible for decreased survival after 
surgery; namely number one recurrence in the area of the surgery itself, or where 
the primary tumor arose and then distance spread to other organs. So the 

chemotherapy in particular does the best job of trying to kill any cells that might 
have been left behind. 

 
Andrew Schorr: 

Dr. Hingorani, I know the statistics for pancreatic cancer have not been good, and 
in the news just over the last few months it’s celebrities that have been diagnosed 
with it, actor Patrick Swayze and now certainly Justice Ginsburg. There has been a 

question about other people in the news, and so do we look at it as a statistic or as 
we have prayers for Justice Ginsburg, do people beat the odds and hopefully these 

procedures can be successful? Where are we today with statistics versus one 
patient’s experience? 
 

Dr. Hingorani: 
Well, so you ask a very pertinent question, and as you pointed out this disease is 

very challenging. If you look at all patients that are fortunate enough to undergo a 
Whipple procedure, meaning we’ve detected it early enough so that that type of 
surgery makes sense and you follow them out, their five year survival, the typical 

time frame that we use to measure survival, is about 20 to 25 percent. So on the 
one hand when you compare that to other early stage cancers that survival is 

actually not nearly as high as most other major cancers. On the other hand if you 
happen to be one of those patients in the 20 percent, then the statistic really 
doesn’t matter very much at all.  
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Today we don’t yet have the ability to predict who is likely to be amongst those 
survivors and who is not. So it’s impossible to really know where Justice Ginsburg 

will fall on that spectrum. Certainly her likelihood of long-term survival is not 
negligible, on the other hand it’s not as high as we would like it to be, and 

researchers really across the country and throughout the world are trying to 
address the specific challenges of this cancer. 
 

Risk Factors 
 

Andrew Schorr: 
One other question, I mentioned that she had been treated for colon cancer before. 
Is there a connection or a higher risk for somebody who’s had colon cancer of 

developing pancreatic cancer? 
 

Dr. Hingorani: 
There are some cancer syndromes that are associated with an increased risk of 
pancreas cancer as well. Probably about 10 to 20 percent we estimate of all 

pancreas cancer cases that present have a familial or an inherited component, and 
there are also some syndromes specifically involving cancers of the gastrointestinal 

tract that are linked to pancreas cancer, although in general those tend to present 
earlier in life, and so this particular pattern is not necessarily suggestive of a strong 
familial or related component, since Justice Ginsburg appears to have presented 

with this disease relatively late in life. 
 

Andrew Schorr: 
Well certainly we wish Justice Ginsburg the best, and for other people affected by 

pancreatic cancer I’d mention that you now have, being an expert in this and a 
medical oncologist with a whole team, you’ve established a center at the Seattle 
Cancer Care Alliance to help bring the latest to people, and I know you’re involved 

in research. So getting the statistics better and having a better record for each 
individual patient I know is your goal.  

 
Dr. Sunil Hingorani from the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance and a pancreatic cancer 
specialist, thank you so much for joining us on Patient Power. 

 
Dr. Hingorani: 

It’s been my pleasure. 
 
Andrew Schorr: 

I’m Andrew Schorr. Remember knowledge can be the best medicine of all. 
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